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LUCC Reviews Committee Reports, 
Sets Dorm Regulation Examination
Concern over dormitory rules 
and their enforcement dominated 
discussion ait Wednesday’s LUCC 
meeting with a proposal by Dean 
Venderbush to establish a  nine 
member committee for the study 
of the problem and plans for Fri­
day’s “Collage” discussion re­
ceiving primary attention.
Election Date
President Steve Ponto opened 
the meeting with an announce­
ment concerning the election of 
successors for the offices of Pres­
ident and Vice-President. Candi­
dates must be of sophomore rank 
and in good academic Standing. 
Platforms and petitions for the 
office of President are due on Jan. 
28. The election will be on Feb.
5. Petitions and platforms for 
the office of Vice-President are 
due on Feb. 11 with the election 
being held on Feb. 19l
Consideration then advanced to 
a report of the progress Of plans 
for the Union and Viking room. 
Vice-President Elliot announced 
the election of three new Union 
chairmen to deal with activities 
and decorations. Sue Perry was 
elected as Urrion committee 
chairman, Chris McQuitty as pro­
gram chairman, and Pam Beras 
was elected art chairman.
The Council then passed a mo­
tion to hold subsequent LUCC 
meetings during the second term 
at 4:00 p.m. on alternate Wednes­
days. President Ponto was also 
authorized to fill two vacancies 
on the council by appointment. 
The closest runners-up in the last 
election will be offered the posi­
tions.
Encampment Study 
Miss Morton was then asked 
to give a report on the findings 
of her committee, appointed last 
May to study Encampment. She 
presented a five-point program to 
the Counciil calling for the aban­
donment of Encampment in its 
traditional form and asking that 
it be replaced by a  series of all 
day or weekend events designed 
to further communication between 
faculty and students.
Partto suggested that a  com­
mittee be established for this pur­
pose and a motion to that effect 
passed unanimously. A discus­
sion concerning the allocation of 
funds for the program was cut 
short when Porto started (hat
Group Plans Unique 
Inauguration Protest
A Chicago-based student politi­
cal organization, Students for Vio­
lent Non-action, recently announc­
ed plans for a  nation-wide pro­
test during the inauguration of 
Richard M  Nixon January 20. 
Their plan, titled ‘‘Flush for 
Freedom,” has as its objective 
the flushing of every toMet in 
America a t the same moment 
Nixon repeats the word “God” in 
the last line of his oath.
The SNVA stated that while it 
realizes that not every toilet will 
be flushed, perhaps eonugh will 
be reached to have noticeable re­
sults. In the long run however, 
it will probably be Nixon who has 
the last laugh since the govern­
ment profits on metered waiter 
should add up to at least a  few 
dollars.
LUCC funds were expected to in­
crease as a result of the increase 
in fees for the coming year.
Discussion then turned to the 
subject of dormitory regulations 
and their enforcement. Ponto 
stated that the Council recogniz­
ed “the need for a  change.” "I 
have suppressed student concern 
on this for as long as I possibly 
can. Dissatisfaction is running 
very deep. The time to act is in 
the very, very near future."
Dormitory Committee 
Dean Venderbush then proposed 
that the LUCC president appoint 
a nine member committee com­
posed of five male and female 
students from all four classes, 
one male and one female faculty 
member, and one male and one 
female dean for the purpose of 
stating present dormitory rules 
and regulations and defining what 
measures the college should have 
for the enforcement of these rules.
The committee would also be 
expected to formulate further 
proposals to the Council for the 
enforcement of rules.
Hopeful Si 
Dean Venderbush further added 
that the establishment of this 
committee would be a “hopeful 
sign’’ that the Council is aware 
of the problem. ‘‘We are drift­
ing away from the people and 
campus that we are legislating 
for,” he said. ‘‘They need to 
know that something is going on.” 
The Council passed Dean Vender- 
bush’s proposal without opposi­
tion vote.
Plans were then discussed for
Tarrs Attend 
Inauguration
This week President and Mrs. 
Curtis W. Tarr will attend the 
Inaugural Ball in Washington, D.
C. President and Mrs. To t  re­
ceived their invitation about one 
month ago to attend the Nixon- 
Agnew festivities.
There will be six balls held si­
multaneously in different Wash­
ington hotels. Two cabinet mem­
bers will be a t each ball, and 
President-elect Nixon will make 
an appearance at each of the balls 
during the course of ithe evening. 
President and Mrs. Tarr wfil at­
tend the ball held at the Sho re- 
ham Hotel.
Mrs. Tarr, who formerly serv­
ed as Chairman for the Wisconsin 
United Citizens for Nixon-Agnew, 
received an invitation to a re­
ception held in honor of The Dis­
tinguished Ladies Attending the 
Inauguration. The reception will 
be held at the National Gallery 
of Art in Washington.
Both President and Mrs. Tan- 
wili also attend the Governor’s 
Reception on Jan. 19. This re­
ception is held in honor of govern- 
ers and their wives of all fifty 
states.
For the first time at an inaug­
ural ball, turtlenecks under tux­
edos for men and pantsuits for 
women will be accepted attire. 
President Tarr will wear tails 
and Mrs. Tarr will wear a royad 
blue and gold dress made of In­
dia sflk, complemented by a long 
black velvet coat.
Friday’s “Collage” discussion 
concerning dorimtory regulations 
and their enforcement. Kevin 
Hansen informed the committee 
that questionnaires were being 
prepared for d&ribution to the 
student body on the Monday and 
Tuesday following the “Co!lage’ir 
discussion.
Collage
Dean Venderbush then inter­
rupted to emphasize the import­
ance of the “Callage” discussion 
and to state that it forced “pub­
lic” discussion of the problem 
He expressed hope that students 
would take the opportunity to ex­
press their ideas.
Mr. Hulbert then gave a report 
concerning the progress of his 
committee dealing with a student 
bill of rights. Discussion centered 
on a perldminary document which 
was distributed to the Council 
members, who considered its 
wording as a  committee of the 
whole.
Refuse Oil Grant
The meeting closed with a mo­
tion by Mark Orton suggesting 
that the University refuse recent 
grants by several major oil com­
panies because of their activities 
in military and research fields 
which are contrary to the gen­
eral principles of the University. 
Discussion fallowed and the mo­
tion was tabled until the next 
meeting.
W r o l s t a d  A n n o u n c e s  
D o r m  R e n o v a t i o n s
Marwin O. Wrolstad, University 
treasurer and business manager, 
announced that if acceptable fi­
nancing terms can be arranged, 
renovations of aging Brokaw, 
Ormsby and Sage Halls could be 
undertaken this spring.
“We have to use outside money 
for this project,” he said. Wrol­
stad explained that last fall Con­
gress passed a b il which guaran­
tees that the federal government 
will assume all interest charges 
above three per cent on the prin­
cipal of a loan for dormitory 
building or renovating.
Awaits Guidelines
Wrolstad said that he had re­
quested from the government the 
guidelines for applying to the 
guaranteed interest program, and 
was awaiting a response fnom 
the office of Heaflith, Education 
and Welfare. “ If we can borrow 
at the three per cent figure, we 
will begin immediately,” he add­
ed.
Wrolstad said that plans called 
for an expenditure of $419,000 on 
Russell Sage Hall; $507,000 on 
Brokaw; and $324,000 on Ormsby. 
These figures compare with the 
estimated one million dollars 
needed to finance the building of 
a new dormitory.
Brokaw Bathrooms 
'  “ We are most concerned with 
the condition of Brokaw,” Wrol­
stad said. The bathrooms in par­
ticular should be entirely re-built, 
he added. “Although they mane 
than meet city health standards, 
the present facilities are ntrt very 
satisfactory. If things go accord­
ing to plan, we’ll be correcting 
this situation in the near future.”
LUCC PR E S ID E N T  Steve Ponto announced at Wednes­
day’s meeting that petitions for the offices of LUCC Pres­
ident and vice-President are due on Tuesday, February 11. 
An all-school election has l>een scheduled for Wednesday, 
Febraury 19.
Faculty, Administration Coalition 
Expresses Concern For LU Blacks
In a memo to the faculty last 
week, twenty-two Lawrence fac­
ulty members and administrators 
representing most departments 
and offices expressed concern 
for the black students at Law­
rence.
Citing examples of Negro stu­
dents that had withdrawn or were 
having serious difficulty for aca­
demic, cultural, social or emo­
tional reasons, the group submit­
ted the following statement for 
approval at the next faculty 
meeting scheduled for Friday, 24 
January:
“The members of the faculty 
and administration of Lawrence 
University commit themselves to 
the education of black students in 
America. Racial stress in the Un­
ited States w'ill not be relieved at 
Lawrence but neither wffl it be 
ignored here. We teachers will not 
stand apart from problems which 
rend our cities and the nation.”
“As more and more young black 
men and women seek to improve 
themselves and their fellow men 
in our white culture, we express 
our desire to create an academic 
and social atmosphere in which 
black students may grow. We ex­
press our willingness to help them 
acquire skills and knowledge nec­
essary for life in an urban, tech­
nological society.”
“We realize that this commit­
ment may well occasion unprec­
edented flexibility in ithe programs 
leading to the Lawrence degrees 
of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor 
of MuSic. We intend to maintain 
our standards of academic ex­
cellence for all our students, both 
black and white. We express, 
moreover, our willingness to go 
beyond our normal program or 
to make adjustments in it so that 
a black student at Lawrence may 
learn to live in this white com­
munity, make up academic de­
ficiencies and develop his intel­
lectual powers.”
“We realize that this commit­
ment will involve sacrifices for 
many members of the faculty. 
They will be cdiled upon to spend 
time and energy in order to share 
with black students their know­
ledge not only of their particular
fields of study but also of the 
techniques of college level work. 
They will do this willingly in ad­
dition to their normal teaching 
duties and at no extra salary.”
“ In order to effect this commit­
ment, the faculty
(1) approves an interim pro­
gram of special advisers to help 
black students now enrolled at 
Lawrence and
(2) calls on the President and 
the deans to name an ad hoc 
committee on Negro affairs.
The program of special advis­
ers will become effective immed­
iately. The ad hoc committee will 
Study (a) admission policy, (b) 
curriculum, (c) extra-curricular 
concerns, (d> academic discipline 
and (e) any Other aspect of life at 
Lawrence University which con­
cerns the black student.”
“The ad hoc committee will 
make its recommendation to the 
faculty as soon as possible and 
no later than the end of the cur­
rent term.”
Press W ill Publish 
New ‘Untitled Book'
An “untitled book with 300 ti­
tles” by Tom Radi off, Lawrence 
senior, will be on sale next week.
The work, which is being pub­
lished by InThe Shade Press, en­
countered some difficulties re­
cently when Marwin O. Wrolstad, 
University treasurer and business 
manager, questioned the accept­
ability of two photographs, one 
of which was subsequently crop­
ped and another deleted.
LATE BULLETIN 
A distinguished member of 
the class of ’64, Carl D. Berg- 
hult, has been lifted as miss­
ing by the defense department 
as a result of an unexplained 
explosion aboard the nuclear- 
powered. aircraft carrier En­
terprise off Hawaii on Tuesday.
Recommends “Enthusiastic P articipation99
Wrolstad Supports Enlarged ABC 
Aided By Rockefeller Foundation
Manwin 0. Wrolstad, university 
business manager, recently rec­
ommended ' ‘full and enthusiastic 
participation" tin an expanded 
ABC (A Better Chance) program. 
This recommendation was made 
in a report to Lawrence President 
Curtis W. Tanr concerning a Dec. 
17 conference of the consortium 
of colleges sponsoring die ABC 
program.
Joint Proposal
The conference was held to dis­
cuss the data ids of a  joint pro­
posal made to the Rockefeller 
Foundation asking for funds need­
ed to establish a financial base 
for the expanded program. In 
addition to Lawrence’s delegates, 
Wrolstad and Thomas McKenzie, 
an Appleton attorney, (representa­
tives of Dartmouth, Amherst, 
Williams, Middlebury, and a  
group of six Minnesota state col­
leges attended the conference
which mat in New York.
The resulting proposal request­
ed $150,000 for each iratitution 
involved in ABC. The funds would 
be used over a period three to 
five years to support the project 
director’s offioe and the houses 
for the ABC students. Local and 
governmental funds would be 
found te provide the balance.
The "maximum program,” as 
Wrolstad termed it would involve 
100 high school juniors and se­
niors distributed through ten com­
munity residences during the aca­
demic year and another 100 un­
derprivileged students during the 
summer after thedr sophomore 
year. The current Lawrence ABC 
program has a  participation of 
sixteen students living in Apple­
ton residences.
The funding of the ABC ex­
pansion could be an obstacle to
LUCC Committees Treat 
Varied Campus Concerns
At the present time eight com­
mittees are functioning under 
LUCC and its president, Steve 
Ponto. The committees cover 
such concerns as fraternities and 
sororities, ROTC, recruitment, 
the Bill of Rights, open dorm 
policies, and informal student- 
facuity contact.
Of these committees three are, 
according to Ponto, sodely respon­
sible to him and working mere­
ly as «formative and investigative 
groups. These personal commit­
tees are: the sub-committee on 
the Bill of Rights, the Executive 
Board, and Mias Morton’s com­
mittee.
Ponto stated that the LUCC fra­
ternity and sorority committees 
were set up "not to abolish fra­
ternities and sororities” but to
Viking Room Beer 
To Be Served Soon
According to Steve Ponto, pres­
ident of LUCC, beer will prob­
ably be served in the Viking 
Room at the Union within the 
nexit four weeks. Thus far, three 
of the four necessary directors 
have been selected. Only the role 
of Viking Room Manager still re­
mains undecided.
Application for a license has 
already been submitted, and de­
tails on a physical set-up and 
brand and price of beer will be 
acted on soon, says Ponto. In 
comparison to neighboring busi­
ness prices, it appears as though 
bottled beer served in the Union 
may be as much as 50% less in 
cost.
determine if the Greek system 
plays an advantageous role with­
in the Lawrence community. Les­
ser investigations are concerned 
with manners of rushing and pos­
sible unorthodox policies.
A "recruiter committee” has 
been set up in investigate and 
draft a  resolution regarding the 
use of campus facilities for vari­
ous recruitment purposes.
BUI of Rights
The sub-committee on the Bill 
of Rights, one of the three per­
sonal presidential committees, is 
headed by Marshall B. Hulbert, 
acting dean of Lawrence and 
Downer Colleges, and is studying 
the effectiveness of the Student 
Bill of Rights. Ponto claims 
that such a committee will give 
a ‘‘common approach” to prob­
lems in student action.
The Executive Board, made up 
of the LUCC officers and the 
presidents of Panhel, DAR, IFC, 
and independents is now concern­
ed with open dorm policies. Com­
mittee actions include a “Collage” 
discussion on open dorm policies 
in Riverview Lounge at 4:30 to­
day and a questionnaire to the 
student body concerned with gen­
eral suggestions and opinions. 
Panto states that he would rather 
LUCC ‘‘act now while things are 
still peaceful.”
Ponto’s third committee, Miss 
Morton’s committee, came about 
as a  result of the questionable 
conduct at the Encampment last 
year. Ponto states that he is 
looking for a mone satisfactory 
way to promote informal student 
and faculty relations, comparable 
to the relations developed in the 
Germany Study Center.
its implementation. In addition 
to the aost of acquiring the extra 
houses, annual costs could run as 
high as an estimated $440,000. 
The major expense would be the 
$300,000 needed to support the 100 
students during the academic 
year. Another $120,000 would be 
needed to finance the summer 
program plus $20,000 for the di­
rector and his staff.
According to Wrolstad’s report, 
"The communities would be ex­
pected to support the $300,000 for 
the residences. The national coali­
tion would undoubtedly attempt to 
provide some continuing support 
but this is not guaranteed beyond 
the second or third year. Law­
rence would have a primary re­
sponsibility to provide the full 
cost of the summer program.”
Later Expansion Possible
Lawrence could initially limit 
the program to fifty students in 
order to conserve the expected 
grant from the Rockefeller Foun­
dation. The program could be 
expanded later. It has been sug­
gested that the program might 
be administered in two equal di­
visions, operating simultaneous­
ly. A full time director employed 
by the university would oversee 
the houses which would be located 
throughout the Fox Valley and 
possibly as far away as Madison 
or Milwaukee.
Wnodstad’s report also noted 
that new programs possibly bene­
ficial to Lawrence have "spun 
off” from the original ABC pro­
gram. Wrolstad mentioned pro­
grams such as “an internship for 
undergraduates working in gbet- 
ta schools.”
Lawrence Admission
He continued saying that the 
recruitment of students for Law­
rence would be improved by the 
presence of ABC. While there is 
no guarantee that any ABC grad­
uates would attend Lawrence, 
Wrolstad was optimisic that some 
of them would attend Lawrence, 
and he noted, “a higher than av­
erage retention . . . could be ex­
pected.”
Furthermore, the report said 
that recruiting should be improved 
among non-ABC students by til 3 
presence of the ABC director in 
the ghetto, who could act as a 
recruiter for both ABC and Law­
rence.
Wrolstad concluded, ‘‘In Apple­
ton, the Fox River Valley, and in 
Wisconsin, a  growing awareness 
of the problems of racial inequal­
ity and a desire to do something 
about it fits appropriately with 
our further involvement (in the 
ABC program.)”
W IL LIA M  A. CHANEY, professor of history, casts his 
scrutinous glance upon exhibit of Myceneaen and Minoan 
art now on display through February 8. at the Worcester 
Art Center ‘‘A Homeric Odyssey” features varied repro­
ductions, many of which are on loan from the Fogg Mu­
seum.
Search and Seizure
Acting dean of Lawrence and Downer Colleges, Marshall B. 
Hulbert reiterated the university’s policy on search and seizure. 
The policy is as follows: “A student’s room may be entered 
without his consent only (a) if the occupant is believed to be 
sick or in some danger, or in case of fire or some similar catas­
trophe; (b) if the maintenance department wishes to enter for 
cleaning, repairs, or routine maintenance; (c) if the police ap­
pear with a search warrant (in which case they should be ac­
companied, wherever possible, by a University official); (d) if 
a complaint has been received by the University authorities (in 
which case authorization for entry to investigate the specified 
complaint must be obtained from one of the deans). Any in­
criminating information obtained under conditions (a) and (b) 
should not be made the basis for disciplinary action.. If a stu­
dent’s room is entered in his absence under conditions (c) or 
<d), he should be notified.”
START A GREAT DATE 
WITH A GREAT DINNER
at
t h e  p a t i o
MOTOR HOTEL
STATIONERY SALE Now Going On
Attention
VALENTINE S DAY -  FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14th 
CONKEY S BOOK STORE
Trustees Approve Budget> 
And 4 Faculty Promotions
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UNDER T H E  GUIDANCE of bald-headed director Julian Beck, the Living Theatre 
will present “Mysteries and Smaller Pieces” tonight and “Frankenstein” tomorrow night 
at 8 p.m. in the Chapel. The Madison police department last Wednesday decreed that 
the group could not perform in downtown Turner Hall because the hall lacks a com­
mercial theatre license. The controversial troupe performed instead in a church in 
Shorewood Hills, a suburb of the state capital.
Frosh Men’s Grades Down, 
Fijis, KD’s Lead Greeks
First term grade statistics were 
released this week, and there 
turns out to be only a couple sig­
nificant figures. As in recent 
terms, Phi Gamima Delta led all 
fraternities with 1.859, and Kap­
pa Delta led the sororities with 
2.364.
Of greater significance are the 
grades of the freshman class, 
rhe first-year women received a 
normal 1.659, but the men drop­
ped to 1.281. Last year’s fresh­
man men had a 1.447, and this 
was then considered rather low.
According to administrative 
sources, however, the temptation 
to brand the entire ciass as mere­
ly a little less intelligent is in­
accurate. Kenneth R. Venderbush, 
Dean of men, pointed ouL that 
a very small percentage of the 
class pulled down the combined 
freshman men’s average.
Another pertinent statistic is 
the great increase in the number 
of students doing very poorly, as 
evidenced by the number of stu­
dents receiving probationary ac­
tion. Much of this increase is due 
to the freshman men.
Venderbush Stated that he was 
optimistic about the chances for 
improvement in the class, and feit 
that last year’s admission poli­
cies had not been at fault.
“Although an unusually large 
proportion of the class in trouble
are from the bottom quarter of 
their prep school class, many of 
this same ¡type did well',” Ven­
derbush said. “A large part of the 
problem developed in the resi­
dence halls,” he continued, “be­
cause of some unfortunate position­
ing of students that resulted from 
the housing shortage earlier this 
year.”
Richard Canterbury, director 
of admission, also had some 
thoughts an the subject He felt 
that there are essentially two 
causes for the large percentage 
of freshmen men who did poorly.
Canterbury thinks the problems 
are rooted in the attitudes of the 
fourth-quarter prep-schoolers be­
fore they ever arrived at Law­
rence, and the lack of adequate 
advisory attention when they do 
arrive.
“The poor grades,” Canterbury 
said, “are not the result of a lack 
of academic capability, but rather 
of poor social maturity.” He 
pointed out that all too often 
Eastern students consider Law­
rence a poor third choice, and 
relate very negatively.
“The situation of these students 
demands, therefore,” he said, 
“that they receive (the right type 
of counseling and advising that 
wiil orient them to their situation 
at Lawrence, as much as they 
may dislike it at first.”
Most did not, he felt, and the 
result was that some adjusted 
sufficiently and did well, and 
many others never become moti­
vated enough to use (their very 
adequate brainpower.
Canterbury felt that perhaps 
some of these men would never be 
able to make (it at Lawrence, but 
that Lawrence has a responsibility 
to them to at least make an at­
tempt to help them adjust.
Probation Statistics, Term I:
1966 1967 1968
Term I Enroll. 1238 1258 1324
10 9 21
Advised to withdr. 16 17 37
Cont. on probation 16 12 14
Placed on Prob. .. 69 49 84
Remov. from prob. 26 27 18
Remanded to deans 0 8 7
137 122 181
• • •
All men ................ 1.571
All women 1.832
Phi Gamma Delta 1.899
Phi Kappa Tau 1.860
Phi Delta Theta 1.826
Delta Tau Delta 1.480
Sigma Phi Epsilon 1.463
Beta Theta Pi 1.438
Kappa Delta 2.364
Kappa Alph Theta 2.143
Alpha Delta Pi 1.961
Pi Beta Phi 1.939
Alpha Chi Omega 1.876
Delta Gamma 1.824
At their mid-winter meeting in 
Milwaukee last Monday, January 
6, the University’s board of trus­
tees approved the 1969-70 budget, 
promoted some members of tlie 
faculty; and heard a report from 
LUCC President Steve Ponto on 
the need for change in the Univer- 
. sitv’s dormitory regulations.
Next year’s total budget w:ll 
be $5,850,000 of which $4,653.000 
is the educational allotment. while 
the remaining $1,197,000 has been 
budgeted for “auxilliary enter­
prises.” These enterprises in­
clude: the operation of the dorm­
itories, the Union, and the Food 
Service.
Next year’s figure represents 
about a $277,000 increase over 
the present operating budget. ‘‘We 
do not have to purchase as much 
scientific equipment next year 
under the ‘matching funds’ pro-
Lykos to Address 
Science Colloquium
APPLETON WIS. -  Scientific 
applications of computer technol­
ogy wiil be discussed by Peter 
G. Lykos, an Illinois Institute of 
Technology chemist, in a science 
colloquium at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday, 
January 21, in Lawrence Univer­
sity’s Youngchild Hall.
Lykos, a professor of chemistry, 
is director of the Illinois insti­
tute’s information processing cen­
ter and information science cen­
ter, and chairman of the National 
Academy of Science’s research 
council on computers m chemis­
try.
His talk, entitled, “Computers, 
Mona Lisa and Science,” will con­
cern the array of computer de­
vices used routinely by scientists 
for experimentation, information 
storage and retrieval and smooth­
ing of data derived from measur­
ing instruments.
Lykos received his B.S. degree 
from Northwestern University 
and a Ph.D. from Carnegie Mel­
lon University. His research in 
quantum chemistry has produced 
more than 30 technical publica­
tions. He is currently serving as 
director of a regional computer 
network supporting a cooperative 
college curriculum Study.
His program will be preceded 
by a public coffee hour at 4 p.m.
EVALUATION GUIDE 
There will be an organization­
al meeting for all those inter­
ested in working on the Stu- 
dent Evaluation Guide at 11:00 
a.m. Saturday, January 19 in 
the Guide office in the Union 
basement. If unable to attend, 
please contact Mark Catron or 
Mark Bruzonsky.
vision of the COSIP grant,” Wrol- 
stad said. “This enlarges the ac­
tual increase,” he added.
“This is the first time we’ve 
had our budget approved at the 
mid-winter mcelcng,” Uiwrence 
President Curtis W. Tarr said. 
“ It enables us to advise our fac­
ulty members of exactly what 
their salaries wiFf be next year,” 
he said.
Tarr estimated that on the av­
erage. faculty salaries will be up 
by five per cent next year.
The Food Service received a 
$25 increase in its allotment per 
j^udent per year for the 1969-70 
operation. The Food Service is 
currently budgeted $480 per stu­
dent.
In other action, (the trustees re* 
appointed a number of faculty 
members to thedr present posi­
tion. They also promoted Minoo 
D. Adenwalla to professor of his­
tory and government; and Mrs. 
Anne B. Lay to professor of bd- 
otogy.
Promoted to associate profes­
sor of economics was James D. 
Dana, while John M. Stanley was 
raised to associate professor of 
religjion.
Ponto’s talk to the trustees on 
dormiltory regulations was re­
portedly well received. “We want­
ed to bring the trustees closer 
to the reality of the situation,” 
Tarr said. “Now when we do rec­
ommend changes, the trustees will 
he familiiar with the situation,” 
he added.
Tarr «dso announced that the 
trustees established a  committee 
to search for a new Doan of the 
Conservatory, who will replace 
LaVahn Maesch who is slated to 
retire at the end of next year.
Committee members include: 
Marshall B. Hulbert, acting Dean 
of Lawrence anil Downer Col­
leges, chairman; James W. Ming, 
professor of music; Clyde Dun­
can, professor of music; and 
Karle J. Erickson, assistant pro­
fessor of music.
Tarr expSainod that the com­
mittee will search for a  man out­
side the present Conservatory 
faculty.
CARS ON CAMPUS 
At the end of fall term. 104 
students had registered for 
maintenance of ears on cam­
pus. Normally limited to jun­
iors and seniors, this privilege 
is now being extended to com­
muting students as well. The 
registrants comprised ci 58 
seniors, ten juniors, and 36 
commuters, accumulated a to­
tal of 32 parking violations 
during the first term.
This term, 21 additional cars 
and six parking tickets have 
been added to the statistics.
Importers of the 
Unique and Unusual
Hand knit Ski Sweaters - Contemporary Accent lamps 
in the abstract or art nouveau - Poison Rings - ring's 
ad infinitum - Filigree Earrings - India - Portugal - 
Scandinavia — Alpaca fur ponchos, Bolivia
HARWOOD’S
415 West College Avenue 3-1237
Lawrentian Feature Section
☆ Editorials -jir Columns Letters to the Editor
The LA W R E N T IA N
☆ Features
On Giving a Damn
At the upcoming faculty meeting on January 24, a pro­
posal submitted by Gervais Reed and endorsed by a num­
ber of faculty and administrators will be presented for ap­
proval by the faculty. As a whole, the proposal calls for 
an increasesd commitment to Lawrence’s black students and 
for the formation of a student-faculty ad hoc committee on 
Negro affairs.
W e believe this commitment is a sound principle, in 
peeping with the university’s increasing responsibility to 
society. As the proposal states, “ Racial stress in the U.S. 
will not be relieved at I^awrence, but neither will it be ig­
nored here.*’
Sometime in the not to distant future, it is imperative 
that Lawrence initiate a program such as the “Transition­
al Year Program,” during which black students are given 
the opportunity to take advantage of the higher education­
al institutions without being expected to maintain immedi­
ately the same standards as better prepared whites.
More immediately however, we endorse the recommen­
dations in the proposal calling for a special advisory system 
and and a remedial-tutorial systems for blacks.
The Committee on Administration must increase its 
flexibility in responding to the needs of black students. 
First, we urge the adoption of a policy that would guaran­
tee the black student the chance to continue his education 
in spite of a record which normally might be considered re­
strictive. In conjunction with this, we endorse a guaran­
teed financial aid policy for eligible black students.
More vigorous recruitment of blacks must underscore 
these on-campus programs.
Hopefully, individual professors will not need to use 
compensatory discretion in course grades, for the sake of 
both black pride and the university’s academic standards. 
It is true that disadvantaged black ought not to be expect­
ed to instantly maintain the same standards as whites at a 
white school; however, compensation can be handled much 
more consistently and profitably by the Committee on Ad­
ministration.
While the proposed commitment will place increased de­
mands on administration and faculty, we urge the univer­
sity to respond quickly and positively; not only to give 
the black his full share, but also to insure an enduring black 
culture on this campus for the complete education of white 
students.
Classified Information
The petty, presumptuous, and paranoid secrecy that all 
too frequently cloaks day to day campus activities is a con­
demning reflection of the Lawrence Community’s inexpli­
cable lack of self-confidence, as well as an almost coward­
ly unwillingness to assume the responsibilities of public 
discussion. Those Lawrentians who defensively react to 
honest inquiries into the facts with a shout of “ Publicity 
will hurt our position!” or with the puerile whimper, “ Keep 
this confidential for 24 hours,” serve only to propagate an 
atmosphere of cancerous mistrust and crippling misinform­
ation.
The attempted suppression of the facts surrounding 
last week’s proposed changes in the counseling system did 
little to help cure that organization’s ills. Similarly, the 
Honor Council’s stubborn refusal to make public summaries 
of its actions make it. in the eyes of many, a body more 
feared than respected.
If Lawrence is ever to become that fabled “Community 
of Scholars, ’ it will have to be founded on the rock of 
trust and frankness, not built upon the b o g  of fear and 
hugger-m ugger.
Cly* iCaiurrtiitan
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What To Do Till The Dean Arrives
By NICK CANDEE
!ll!llllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiilllll|||||||||||||^
After the dean of men’s visit 
last Saturday night to Plantz Hall 
and Sunday night to Trever Hall, 
the left-wing reactionary group 
USA (United Students for Action) 
has immediately turned its tal­
ents to specifying “what to do 
when the dean arrives.”
The measures taken by the 
widespread, but clandestine group 
are various.
The head counselors in fresh­
man dorms reportedly have a 
standing order of cnffeei anJ 
doughnuts for all late-hour ad­
ministration visitors.
Other student leaders seem to 
ihave taken other tactics in con­
fronting this siituation.
The Trever House Council, in a 
secret meeting, allocated funds 
to add another signal to the dor­
mitory fire alarm system; the 
alarm code cards posted around 
the building will be altered to in­
cludes the “dean alarm.” 
Opponnerts to this solution sug­
gested that, considering the 
grammar- and high ^ school ac­
culturation of most Lawrentians 
extensive re-education will be 
necessary to curb the impulse to 
drop everything and dash into the
hall and out of the building to 
wait for the authoritriiea 
Inter-Fraternity Council, until 
a wailing klaxon ds installed in 
the center of the quad, has or­
ganized dusk-to-dawn entry sen­
try duty.
Guards on duty have been in­
structed, when the occasion 
arises, to ¡run from house to house 
crying, “The dean is coming. 
The dean is coming. Out of arms! 
Out of arms!”
Two if by Alton and one if by 
John Street 
Intra-house preparation for vis­
itation consists generally of a con­
stant buzz on the telephone buzz­
er, and vocal, falsetto shreiks of 
“Dean! Dean!” to the tune of 
“Caw!—Caw!”
Incidentally, observers of the 
Lawrence social scene were baf­
fled last week by the deans’ 
choice of the Fiji house for early 
morning surveillance. ,
The problem in Kohler is what 
to do alter the dean arrives. The 
Kohler situation has been called 
both TTke Case of The Missing 
Prescription, or Where Are All 
Those Pills Going?
f r . H r .tA . t o  t h z
Letters to the Editor must be typed double-spaced, kept as short as possi­
ble and submitted to the Lawrentian office no later than 7 p.m. Wednes­
day evening. All Utters thus submitted 'tond neither libelous nor in bad 
taste will receive publication. The Lawrentian reserves the right to make 
stylistic changes and to excerpt m order to facilitate printing, without 
changing editorial content. All letters must be signed but names may be 
withheld from publication for sufficient cause.
discussed.To the Editor:
Now that InThe Shade Press 
has existed at Lawrence for near­
ly a year, it is time to re-evalu­
ate its scope and direction. 
These certainly need more care­
ful definition; it is possible that 
InThe Shade Press needs to 
change them altogether. There 
are a number of possible avenues 
to be taken. For example:
Will a tinner delineation of or­
ganization curtail the experimen­
tal, non-censoring policy now be­
ing followed?
Should the structure of InThe 
Shade Press remain ad hoc, so 
that each year it can be run ac­
cording to the procedural wishes 
and editorial policy of those in­
dividuals directly involved?
Should InThe Shade Press try 
to get the use of or control over 
the LUCC floating publishing fund 
now in existence?
Should InThe Shade Press be­
come a controlling board over all 
campus literary publications us­
ing LUCC funds, and do no pub­
lishing on dts own?
If InThe Shade Press is going 
to concen:rate on publishing larg­
er works (as it has been doing 
thus year*, should InThe Shade 
Magazine be discontinued, or per­
haps be separated more complete­
ly from InThe Shade Press?
Above all. how can InThe Shade 
Press be made to respond to 
Lawrence’s needs so that it be­
comes of greater interest and 
value to our student-faculty com­
munity?
Not all of these questions can 
be resolved by InThe Shade Press, 
since some of the germane deci­
sions lie with LUCC. However, 
these and other questions can and
should be  For that 
purpose, there will be a meeting 
Tuesday, Ja». 2fl, in the Union 
Terrace Room at 7 p.m. If you 
are interested in working on 
InThe Shade Press m the future, 
or if you have opinions about how 
InThe Shade Press has been or 







German department films — 
Youngchild 161, 7 p m  
Film Classics — “Potemkin,” 
Stans bury, 7:30 p.m.
Wrestling — St. Olaf, Alexander 
gym, 7:30 p m  
The Living Theatre — “Frank­
enstein,” Chapel, 8 p.m.
Saturday, January 18 
Commencement concert audi- 
ditions — Chapel, 1-5 p m  
Wrestling — Beloit, Alexander 
gym, 3 p m  
SAI pledging, 5-6 p m  
Phi Gamma Delta, Kappa Al­
pha Theta, Gamma Psi pledge 
formal — Silver Dome Ball­
room, 6:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m. 
Film Classics — “Potemkin” 
and “The Silencer,” Stans- 
bury, 7 p m  
The Living Theatre — “Mys­
teries and Smaller Pieces,” 
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Sunday, January 19 
Ormsby Open House, 7-11 p.m. 
Film Classics — “The Silencer,” 
Stansbury, 7:30 p m  
Lawrence Concert Choir—Chap­
el, 8 p.m.
Monday, January 20 
Senior piano recital — Priscilla 
Peterson, Harper,, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, January 21 
Science Colloquium — Prof. 
Peter Lykos, Illinois Institute 
of Technology, on “Comput­
ers, Mona Lisa, and Science,” 
Youngchild 161, 4:30 p m  
Lawrence Christian Fellowship 
—Youngchild 161, 7 p m
Thursday, January 23 
Student recital — Harper, 3 p.m. 
Swimming — Freshmen vs. 
Menasha High School, Alex­
ander gym, 4 p m  
Lawrence Opera Theatre—“The 
Barber of Seville,” Stansbury,
8 p m
ORMSBY OPEN HOUSE 
“The Original Sgt. Pepper’s 
Lonely Hearts Club — Ban­
ned? 7 to 11 p.m. Sunday, Jan­
uary 19. Music, Food, Girls, 
Entertainment, Girls, Etc., 
Girls.
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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Boennigheim:
Foreign and Familiar
By KEVEN M cDERM OTT
W IN T E R  IN BOENNIGHEIM . As viewed from the front 
gate, above is the front door of the four story Baroque cas­
tle built in 1756 which houses the Lawrence German cam­
pus, twenty miles from Stuttgart.
suffice to say that when a ran­
dom group of people are forced 
into dose, prolonged contact with 
one another, they frequently en­
counter problems. To a large ex­
tent. I think the success or failure 
of the Germain Study Center will 
depend upon the aibihty of the 
faculty and students to deal with 
these problems as they arise in 
a satisfactory manner
Opportunity
Obviously Boennigheim was not 
the land of milk and honey some 
might have liked it to be, nor was 
it an intolerable hell on earth. 
Looking back, it seems a time of 
opportunity when each individual 
had a  great deal of freedom to cre­
ate far himself and those around 
him a meaningful, challenging 
existence. Whether the program 
was worthwhile or not depends 
almost entirely on how capable 
the individual is of making his 
experiences measure up to his 
expectations.
Native German
For many, Boennigheim pro­
vided a chance to learn German 
in its native environment, to de­
velop friendships with German 
people, to participate in the cul­
tural activities of another coun­
try. There was the opportunity to 
examine American life from a 
non-American point of view, or 
to examine ourselves as we con­
fronted unfamiliar situations.
There was time to travel, to 
look, to see, and to know fim& 
hand what for many people exist* 
only in books.
Individual Success
The value of the Boennigheim 
program rests to a great extent 
on these unique opportunities 
which it is able to offer. How 
worthwhile the program actually 
is, is determined by how success­
ful each individual is in making 





Contrasting styles in 19Bh and 
20th century sacred choral music 
will be the fare as the Lawrence 
University choir presents its first 
concert of the season at 8 p.m. 
Sunday, Jan. 19, in Memorial 
Chapel.
The 70-voice chorus is fed by 
Assistant Professor Karle J. 
Erickson, who assumed the con­
ductor’s post a year ago. Erick­
son is a graduate of St. Olaf Col­
lege and the University of Illi­
nois.
Erickson’s program consists of 
music based on 20th century 
Christmas texts and Psalm set­
tings and a series of 19th century 
motets. Composers include Ran­
dall Thompson, Francis Poulenc, 
Johannes Brahms, Anton Bruck­
ner, Halsey Stevens, Charles Ives, 
Daniel Pinkham and Hugo DiSt- 
ler.
Interest will focus on Poulenc’s 
“Four Motets of the Season of 
Chirstmas,” to be sung in Latin 
on the classic texts ‘‘0  Magnum 
Mysterium;” “Quern Vidistis 
Pastores Dicite;” “Videntes Stell- 
am ;’’ and “Hodie Christus Natus 
E s t”
Four 19th century motets are 
programmed, “The Wall of Heav­
en O Saviour, Rend!” and “Make 
Me Pure in Heart, O Lord God,” 
by Brahms; and Offertorium" 
and “Ecce Sacerdos’’ by Bruck­
ner. Performances wiill be in Ger­
man, Latin and English.
A third aectnon will include 
Stevens’ “Praise Ye the Lord” 
(Psalm 148); “God Be Merciful 
Unto Us" (Psalm 67) by Ives; “I 
Was Glad” (Psalm 122), by Pmk- 
ham; and Distler’s “Sing to the 
Lord a New-Made Song” (Psalm 
98).
The program is one of six giv­
en by Lawrence choral groups 
each year.
Opera Theatre
Lawrence Opera Theatre plans 
a two-night run for its forthcom­
ing production. “The Barber of 
Seville,” at 8 p.m. on Thursday 
and Friday (Jan.23-24> in Sbans- 
bury Theatre.
Director John Coopman has lo­
cated his opera for the first time 
in nine seasons on the proscenium 
stage. The three-act comedy, be­
ing sung in Engfi^h, is performed 
to piano accompaniment. The 
popular opera is constructed af­
ter the play of Beaumarchais, 
with its setting the city of Se­
ville in the 18th century.
Tickets for Che production are 
offered at a special student rate 
of fifty cents upon presentation
of the Lawrence student activities 
card.
A third performance scheduled 
for Saturday evening is being giv­
en for a private audience, and no 
public tickets will be available.
Peterson Recital
Senior pianist Priscilla Peter­
son, a  student of Robert Below, 
will present a public recital at 
8 p.m. Monday, Jan. 20 in Harper 
Hall.
Miss Paterson, of Pauliina, la., 
will play the J. S. Bach “Chro­
matic Fantasia and Fugue;" "So­
nata in B-flat minor. Op. 55," by 
Chopin; “ Improvisation No. 7, en 
ut majeur," by Poulenc; “Cloches 
a travers les feuilles” , by De­
bussy ; and “Jeux d’eau." by Ra­
vel.
Attention Audiophiles
Catalogue discount prices on 
all FISHER, HARMON-KAR- 
DON, SO N Y , KENWOOD, 
TEAC, PICKERING. SHURE 
and ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 
components. See and hear them 
in our sound rooms!
Appleton Hi-Fi Center
326 W. College Ave. — 3-7525 
Across from Sears
Complete Line of 
W IN T E R
SPORTING
GOODS
b e r g g r e i n i ’ s
S P O R T  S H O P
203 W. College Avm. 
AppUton-Ph. 733-9536
203 W. College Ave., 
Appleton Ph. 733-9536
M id  Winter Sole 
Now in Progress
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
For appointment dial 9-1805 
231 E. College Ave. Appleton, W is
BILLS
(your dollars) travel safest in 
handsome initialed* billfolds. 
Choose youns fnom 500 styles 
by Prince Gardner, Buxton, 
Rolfs, Cameo, Baronet. St. 
Thomas and NLDA.
•A free service at Pah-low’s.
PAH-LOWS
Luggage — Leathergoods 
Gifts
303 W. COLLEGE AVE.
The inevitable auestions which 
every Boennigheim returnee must 
face are often as thought provok­
ing as they are frus: rating. “How 
did you Mke Germany?” one of­
ten hears. ‘‘Was at worthwhile?” 
“Would you do it again?” ‘‘What 
was Boennigheim really like?”
Varied Descriptions 
To answer such questions seems 
a t best a  thankless job and at 
worst completely impossible. De­
scriptions of Boennigheim life 
run the gamut from poetic illus­
trations of manure piles, (the 
status symbol of provincial Ger­
many), to the disgusted mlitter­
ings of a cynic bemoaning mice 
in the boys’ dorm, boiled laundry, 
and Schrllcr College.
All of this prompts me to say 
in my own defense that I have no 
idea what the real German ex­
perience is or should be, nor can 
I evaluate the six months I spent 
in Germany on anything other 
than purely subjective grounds.
German Life 
The time I spent in Germany 
was filled with newness, which 
gradually melted into familiarity. 
Life there was interesting, excit­
ing, discouraging, and rewarding. 
Living in Boennigheim was like 
living anywhere else — funny, 
sad, happy, maddening, enrich­
ing and sometimes even boring.
True, the natives spoke English 
with an accent and German too 
fast; they boil their clothes and 
don’t  bathe very often; they drink 
their beer warm and don’t eat 
peanut butter; they look askance 
at girls in cut-offs and boys in 
Turkish kaftans. But all in all 
Boennigheimers didn’t seem much 
different from any other small­
town people, American or Ger­
man.
American Ghetto
Living 'in a tiny, isolated com­
munity, in a secluded American 
ghetto, was an integral part of 
Lawrenoe-Boenndgherim life. In 
such a situation members of the 
Lawrence community were forced 
to depend almost exclusively upon 
each other for comraderie. This 
meant that the students had to 
fulfill multiple roles, being 
friends, travel companions, room­
mates, dinner guests, confidants,
lovers, in short everything, to 
each other.
Checkered Experience 
In some ways, of course, this 
was an exciting and rewarding 
experience. It provided an op­
portunity to know people who 
would otherwise have gone un­
known. It was a rare chance to 
know a few faculty as people and 
sometimes friends. And yet this 
closeness was destructive as well 
as creative. It resulted in a situ­
ation in which we came to know 
too much about the people with 
whom we were living.
Disguises Fall 
In such rigid togetherness we 
came to know each other as in­
dividuals devoid of disguise, 
without the facades that reduce 
tensions and make Kving together 
more bearable.
In order not to be melodramatic 
about the whole situation, let it
CATCHING SOME CU LTU RE clown by Strube’s, a fav­
orite watering spot in agrarian Boennigheim, a few Law- 
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By CINDY H E N N E Y
Last year a .small group of 
radical «Students began railroad­
ing through a  piece of legislation 
which will soon produce profound 
sociological changes on the Law­
rence campus. What is this men­
ace? The key card system, 
which permits upper-class women 
to limit their (hours.
The system was initially ap­
plauded by many — including stu­
dents and the administration — 
and, unfortunately, is gaining 
more enthusiastic approval every 
day.
Let us look at this new phe­
nomenon more closely, and we 
will discover a number of ad­
verse, even repugnant, repercus­
sions.
First of all, the Establishment 
appears to have been even more 
diabolical than usual in forcing 
an undue amount of responsibil­
ity upon its innocent and unsus­
pecting coeds. With as little as
19 years of experience behind her, 
two of these having been spent 
within the cloistered confines of 
Appleton, how can the Lawrence 
girl be expected to make mature 
decisions about, for example, how 
long to Stay at the library? She 
may even be tempted to stay at 
the bars until closing time. She 
may, in other words, be led to 
make decisions which could ruin 
her Ufa
Already key cards are causing 
a  decHne in campus morality. 
One coed, when queried about her 
card use, replied frankly, “I check 
mine out regularly. What good is 
it to be on the system if you 
don’t  take out your card every 
day?”
The above is but one example 
of the blatant immorality that has 
cropped up thanks to the key cand 
system. It might be fitting for 
Lawrence girls to consider the
question. “Do I want the key 
card to lead my date to think of 
me as nothing but an object of 
pleasure to keep out until 12:30?” 
The bulk of the blame lies not 
with the users, but with the sys­
tem itself, which is beyond their 
control. The greatest injustice 
lies in the intricate restrictions 
which DWA and the administra­
tion have established regarding 
key card use.
For example, there is a rule 
lat Sage and Ormsby which for­
bids student desk clerks to issue 
key cards to uppendass women; 
this duty is reserved for Desk 
Indies. Why? Because a fresh­
man girl crazed with the desire 
for a key card could strong arm 
the student desk clerk In fact, 
she could assault a Desk Lady 
just as easily. This duty is dan­
gerous to give even Desk Ladies!
Another restriction is (he “no- 
men-in-the-fishbowl” rule. Of 
course, this rule does assume a 
certain amount of trust in Law­
rence boys and girls — trust that 
they will find other means of 
getting warm. However, since the 
object of this rule is to prevent 
lustful males from forcibly enter­
ing the dorms at night, it is evi­
dent that this rule is insipidly 
weak. Perhaps men should be 
allowed no closer than 50 feet 
from the front door after 11 p.m.
Something must be done. De­
spite the arguments raised above, 
administrative officials, house­
mothers, DWA chieftains, and 
other students will continue to 
laud the key card system cs an 
important step in the heavenly 
ascension of the Lawrence civili­
zation.
Will we live to see the day when 




The Fijis continued their dom­
inance of quad sports last week 
with a victory in the annual swim­
ming competition at the Alexan­
der Gym pool. The Betas, Delts 
and Phi Delts followed with sec­
ond, third, and fourth places, re­
spectively. The Phi Taus and Sig 
Eps were ro t represented.
Individual stars of the meet 
were Ted Hope. A1 Becker and 
Bruce Campbell. Hope won three 
events for the Betas, setting a 
new record of 1:07.3 in the Indi­
vidual Medley. Becker placed the 
Fijis wiiith a first in the 75-yard 
freestyle and a second in the 50. 
Campbell placed second in two 
events and first 'in the 50-yard 
freestyle.
The comedy hit of the evening 
was presented by Beta Pete Sav­
ing, who entered the diving com­
petition as a novice and proceed­
ed to daz^fe the audience with a 
series of truly unbelievable dives. 
Tiis event was won by Line Saito 
of the Delts. Campbell was second 
and Saving was sixth.
FINAL STANDINGS
Phi Gam ... .........................  44
B e ta ........................................ 40*4
Delts ......................................  37
Phi Delt ................................ 19*/i
Quad basketball competition be­
gan this week, with the Phi Delts 
showing their strength right from 
the start. The Phis notched a con­
vincing 77-46 win over the Fijis, 
with high point totaSis going to 
Dennis DeCock (22) and Eric 
Miller (13). The winners display­
ed an abundance of talent in a 
game marked by free substitu­
tion and evenly-balanced scoring.
In other games, the Delts easily 
handled the Sig Eps by a 53-31 
margin. John Borgh, Dave Holz- 
worth and Dave Uihlem all were in 
double figures in scoring, while 
Paul Schmidt had 10 for the Sig 
Eps. The Phi Taus, meanwhile, 
upset the Betas in a close con­
test (60-57) which was accented 
by excellent foul-shooting by the 
Taus. Dave Matz had 22 points 
and Andy Reitz had 19. including 
13 of 14 from the charity line. 
Dave Brown and Jim Stoa of the 
Betas had 20 and 18 points, re­
spectively.
IT’S
C lea ra n ce  S a le
on SUITS, SLACKS, SHIRTS, 
WINTER JACKETS. . .
ALMOST EVERYTHING at
417 West College
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NEW  YO RK’S “ PRO MUSICA” deligh ted  its T h u rsd a y  n ig h t audience  in th e  C hapel 
w ith  a sp irited  and  s ty lis tic  perfo rm ance  of a u th e n tic  m usical pieces from  th e  m edieval 
and  ren a issan ce  periods.
1 HAT5 ONE Guy I  pREAD GIVING A CRITICISM."
Frenchie Exonerated 
In Bluebird Mishaps
By ROSS TU RN ER and NICK CANDEE 
Maintenance Editor
The Lawrence University "Blue­
bird” shuttle bus was involved in 
two mishaps on January 9.
The first occurred at 9:00 a.m. 
as the bus was proceeding down 
Casaloma Street through bliz- 
zardly weather on its way to the 
Appleton indoor tennis club. The 
empty bus was hit by a strong 
gust of wind which farced the 
right rear wheel into the snow- 
filled ditch, according to the 
bus’s flight recorder.
Frendue La Fonde, bus driver, 
reported that ‘‘the Bluebird’s 
seven cylinders couldn’t extract 
it from the ditch.” The bald rear 
tires may have been another fac­
tor. A passing A&B Construction 
Company truck radioed for a tow 
truck.
Without difficulty the tow truck 
winched the bus out of the ditch. 
The bus incurred no damage, but 
the- sidetrack caused it to drop 
twenty minutes behind schedule.
The second mishap occurred as 
the bus began its 2:30 run to the 
gym. The bus was coming to a 
halt at the corner of College Ave­
nue and Lawe Street to pick up 
waiting students when a Buick 
convertible brushed the left front 
comer of the bus’s rub rails.
The Appleton area woman pi­
loting the car entered the bus and 
asserted that Frenchie, who was
again driving, had hit her car.
Several students on the bus 
pointed out to the woman that it 
was obvious from the position of 
the front wheels that she had hit 
the bus, and not vice-versa.
At that point the woman sug­
gested that they forget the whole 
thing and returned to her car.
In attempting to drive ahead 
after straightening the auto’s 
wheels, she brought the car into 
closer contact with the bus to be 
scraped by the bolts on the bus’s 
front wheel.
The Appleton police, summoned 
by a student whom Franchie had 
dispatched to the library, then 
appeared and established that the 
accident was the woman’s fault.
Frenchie was allowed to resume 
his trip, one full run behind 
schedule.
Commenting on the situation 
later, Frenchie insisted that 
“Bluebird couldn’t do anything 
wrong."
Damage to the bus, a % inch 
long scratch on the left front of 
the left rub raill, was masked 
over later that afternoon with a  
Bardahl Oil sticker. There is 
speculation on campus that the 
repair job will be protested on the 
grounds that it lends explicit sup­
port to the military-industrial 
complex.
LAWRENTIAN SPORTS
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The LA W R EN T IA N
Cagers Boast 3-5 Record; 
Vanquish Knox, Monmouth
The Lawrence Vikings, playiing 
exciting and wanning basketball, 
defeated weekend opponents Mon­
mouth and Knox in two very dose 
games. Individual and last min­
ute heroics were supplied by 
Dave Roozen, Jay Dyer, and Bob 
Townsend.
Roozen hit when it counted, es­
pecially witlh 50 seconds to go in 
the Vikes 77-74 win over Knox. 
With Knox leading 74-73 Roozen 
scored what proved to be the 
winning bucket on a driving lay­
up. After an offensive foul had 
turned the ball over to the Vikes, 
sophomore Jim Dyer iced the 
game with two clutch free throws 
in a one-in-one situation. ,
The game had been close all 
the way. Late in the first half the 
Siwashers from Knox opened their 
biggest lead in the game 30-25. 
But the Vikes, sparked by a Brad 
Childs’ field goal, came back to 
lead at intermission 31-30.
Both teams came out of the 
locker room shooting red hot. 
Lawrence was able to build up 
their biggest lead of the night at 
14:59 at 47-40. Three minutes la­
ter this lead had disappeared to 
a 55-54 Knox advantage. With a 
little more than two minutes re­
maining the Vikes had worked 
to a six point edge 73-67 Then 
the Siwashers applied the pres­
sure and ripped off seven ^raight 
points to take the lead and set up 
Roozen’s winning play.
Game scoring honors went to 
Townsend with 26 tallies. Follow­
ing up Townsend were Childs with
17, Roozen with 17, and Andrews 
with 13. In addition to Childs’ 
fine offereive performance was 
his domination of the boards with 
21 rebounds. Knox was paced by 
their two guards Bill Feursft and 
Kyie KenneHly with 25 and 22 
points respectively.
Instrumental in the Vikes’ vic­
tory was their fine shooting, both 
from the field and the charity
line. In the second half Lawrence 
connected on 19 of 30 shots from 
the floor for 63.3%. The game 
was decided at the free throw 
line, however, as both teams had 
30 field goals. The Vikes cashed 
in on 17 of 20 tosses as opposed 
to Knox’s 14 of 20.
After Friday night’s finish not 
many people could have believed 
a more exciting game would take 
place the next afternoon. But one 
did, as the Monmouth Scots, the 
team picked to win the Midwest 
Conference crown, invaded Alex­
ander Gym off a close loss to 
Ripon the night before.
The ScoCs feature a team of 
good height and bulk and great 
strength. They used this advan­
tage to build up a 29-24 lead mid­
way through the first half. The 
Vikes kept coming though, and 
took the lead at intermission 41- 
38 on two consecutive buckcts by 
Childs.
As happened the night before, 
the Vikes came out shooting the 
second half. They sank their first 
five shots to help compile a 56-47 
lead, the biggest enjoyed by ei­
ther team the whole baflgame. 
Monmouth fought back with the 
fine shooting of guard Don Camp­
bell to tie the game at 60-60 with
10 minutes remaining. After this 
the game was tied at 62, 64. 66, 68, 
72, 74, and 76 points.
The pressure began to build on 
both teams with two and one-half 
minutes left, as Monmouth went 
into a stall. The Scots worked 
the clock down to 20 seconds and 
then sent their be* shooter, 
Canpbell, driving to the right of 
the key down to the base line for 
what they hoped to be the winning 
shot.
The attempt wa6 long and 
Townsend grabbed the rebound as 
the team called time out. It look­
ed as if the Vikes would not even 
get a chance to shoot as Mon­
mouth applied a do-or-die press.
Somehow the bali got to Childs on 
the right side of the key. He flip­
ped it to Townsend, who drove into 
the lane and sank a lay-up on 
the right side.
In so doing he crashed into 
Monmouth’s John Geittman, who 
had a chance to tie the gam«' with 
two free throws. There were 4 
seconds left as he stepped to the 
line. After making the first, he 
missed the second. In the scram­
ble for the ball the buzzer sound­
ed, and the Vikes had themselves 
a well-earned 78-77 win.
Two factors contributed to the 
Viking victory. One was their 
ability to break Monmouth’s fuJl- 
court press and find men open 
under the basket. The other was 
the Vikes’ good defensive posi­
tion. This caused Monmouth to 
foul, particularly in going for re­
bounds.
Monmouth’s Don Campbell was 
the leading scorer in the game 
with 29 points. The Lawrence of­
fense was sparked by Miike An­
drews. Andrews, who looks lake 
he has finally made the difficult 
transformation from football to 
basketball, had 22 points. He hit 
on 10 of 18 from the floor, and 2-4 
from the line. He was followed 
by Townsend, 19, Childs, 18, and 
Hickerson, 12. Childs also picked 
up 19 rebounds.
The two wins brings ithe Vikes* 
record to 2-4 in conference and 
3-5 overall. Coupled with their 
win over Mount St. Paul Monday, 
it provides the team with a win­
ning momentum. This will be 
needtd as the Vikes take to the 
road against Coe on Friday night 
and Beloit on Saturday night. 
Neither game should be easy, as 
Cce is now picked as a contender 
for the crown on the merits of 
their pressing defense, and Be­
loit is led by the outstanding Kit 
Jones.
ENSURIN G A V IK E W IN , and perpetuating a three- 
game winning streak. Karl Hickerson makes one, as Mon­
mouth’s John Geitttnan, left, prepares for a rebound in 
last Saturday’s game. Lawrence also beat Knox in another 
home game last Friday evening, by a score of 77-74.
Hockey Tearn Downs 
Shiocton, Log Cabin
V IV F  r R A P P I  ERS I ance Alwin (back to the mat) and Bill Baird sharpen their moves 
t a Z S Ä Ä «  h « v y  schedule of events. Lawrence meets St. Olaf a, 
home ^ n  Friday, then trave.s to Ripon for j  Saturday mornmg contest agamst Carle- 
ton. That night the Vikes return home to take on matmen from lieloit.
In the opening game of the 1969 
hockey season, Ithe Vikes scored 
a 4-2 victory over the Shiocton 
team in the Appleton Recreation 
League.
With only one practice under 
its belt the team looked shoddy 
for two periods, but play improv­
ed in the third period.
The scoring opened up mid­
way through the first period when 
Keith Reed put one by the Shi- 
octon goalie from in close. Bill 
Swope scored the second goal 
near the end of the first period 
to give the Vikes a 2-0 leiad at 
the end of the period.
Dave Mitchell quickly got 
things going in the second period, 
scaring within thirty seconds of 
the start of the period for a 3-0 
lead. The Shiocton team, how­
ever, scored two goads in the 
middle of the period to make the 
score 3-2 at the start otf the final 
period.
The third period saw some ex­
citing play and good penalty kill­
ing by the Vikes. Swope tallied 
his second goal of the night in 
the last minute of the third per­
iod to give the Vikes a 4-2 vic­
tory.
Starting his first game ever as 
a  goaltender, Jeff Fox turned in 
a great performance, making 
isome excellent saves. He show­
ed quick reactions and quick 
thinking, such as skating out oi 
the goal' to stop a breakaway by 
Shiocton.
In the second game of the sea­
son (he Vikes downed the Log 
Gab in team in a gane that 
saw Freddy King score a hat- 
trick and Fox play another great
game.
King scored at the one mfrute 
mark of the first period on a slap 
shot from the left point Greg 
O’Meara then scored from a 
scramble in front of the net to 
make the score 2-0. King scored 
again to a id  the first period 
with a 3-0 lead.
Swope and Nick Waugh both 
tallied in the second period to 
give the Vikes a 5-0 lead. Reed 
scored early in the third period 
for Lawrence’s sixth goal. Log 
Cabin finadJy beat the Fox for 
their only goal of the night, and 
the score Stood at 6-1.
Two mare goals came before 
the game was over as Dan Law­
son scored and King got his third 
goal for the Vikes’ fin* hat-trick 
of the season. The final score 
was 8-1, and the Vikes are now 
2-0 in the season.
Would you like to make
$200-$400
per month in your spare time? 
Excellent for student, man or 
woman.
Call Peter Murray, 
840-58
Paid Advertisement
VIEW FROM THE BENCH
By GREG O’MEARA
STUDENTS
Use Oar COMPLETE Facilities
W A L K -U P T E L L E R  SER V ICE
9 a.m. - 10 a.m. 3 p.m. - 5 pm.
Ptr% F I R S T ,  I
Member F.D.I.C
Mermen Split Openers; 
F ace Ripon T omorrow




Monday thru Friday 
8 - 10:30 on
WHBT
1230 on Every Dial
This year’s hockey, team appears to be destined to im­
prove on last year’s second place finish in the Appleton 
Recreation League.
Although the squad was severely depleted of upper- 
class veterans after second term, the freshmen will appar­
ently fill the gaps. With two victories and twelve goals 
scored and only three against, the the team looks strong.
The first line has Keith Reed and Bill Swope, both 
freshmen, and Dave Jones, a returning sophomore. Dave 
Mitchell was on the line but a broken thumb sustained in 
the first contest has put him out for the season. This line 
has scored six goals in the two games. Fred King and 
Nick Waugh start on defense and have four goals between 
them.
They are backed by a second line of Gordy Baird and 
Greg O ’Meara, freshmen, and returning junior Bruce 
Campbell. With them on defense are Jon Parrot and Dan 
Lawson, a returning sophomore.
The goal tending situation was questionable at the 
start of the season as captain Jeff Gardner was not able to 
make it back to his position. Jeff Fox, however, has come 
up with two outstanding games in the nets and looks like 
a season veteran.
The Vikes have nine games in the Appleton Recreation 
League against Shiocton, WMBC, and Log Cabin. These 
games are played at Jones Hockey Rink on Monday, Tues­
day, and Wednesday evenings. On Monday two games 
are held, one at 7:00 PM and the other at 8:15 PM. Tues­
day and Wednesday evenings one game is played beginning 
at 8:15 PM.
Together with these tilts, the Vikes plan to play two 
night games with St. Norberts at the Green Bay Arena on 
January 30 and February 5. In addition, two games are 
planned with Stevens Point and there is a possibility of 
games with St. Olaf and Carleton over Winter Weekend.
The team is looking for support at the games. I t ’s cold 
and snowy, but it is exciting. For the two games at the 
Green Bay Arena, which serves beer, the team is looking 
for enough support to rent a spectator bus.
For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL SU PPLIES, ART 
and DRAFTIN G M ATERIALS
STLVESTER & NIELSEN, Inc.
213 E. College Ave. Appleton, Wisconsin
The Lawrence swimmers, de­
fending MWC champions, split a 
p a r  of dual meets last weekend 
in their season, and conference, 
debut
Friday afternoon the mermen, 
who were undefeated in dual-meet 
competition llast year, to 
Carleton 54-40. The Carls took 
fifth place in the conference meet 
last season, but have a boat of 
returning lettermen.
The Vikes managed only three 
firsts in the ten individual evento, 
but finished first in one of the 
two nelay events. Taking firsts 
far Lawrence were individuals 
John Fease, with a time of 
1:59.8 in the 200-yard freestyle, 
Vero Wilmot in the diving event, 
and Peto GiUan with 5:48.6 in the 
100-yard freestyle. The 400-yard 
freestyle relay team, composed 
of Fease, Carl Liebich, Gilian and 
Rich Cogswell, also beat the 
Carls to the mark.
¿«Ihe next afternoon, Saturday, 
th e  Vikes bounced back to top 
St. Olaf by a score cf 57-381 In 
this contest Lawrence captured 
firsts tin six individual events and 
in both of the relays.
Fease took firsts in both the 
200-yard and 500-yard freertyle 
with times of 1:59.9 and 5:42.6 
respectively. Captain Toe Mit­
chell. recovering from knee sur­
gery «la» turned in two firsts, one 
»  the 200-yard backstroke with 
2:24.8, and the other in the 200- 
ytard individual medley with 
2:23.11.
Also winning their events for 
Lawrence were Steve Steenrod in 
the 200-yard butterfly and GMlan
in the 50-yard freestyle. Taking 
the team events for the Vikes 
were the 200-yard medley relay 
team, composed of Mitchell. Soott 
Alexander, Steenrod, and Gilian, 
with 4:12.3, and the 400-yard free­
style relay team, of Fease, Gilian, 
Liebich, and Steve Graham.
Tomorrow the Vike mermen 
travel to Ripon to take on the 
Red men. Mitchell, commenting 
on this up-coming meet, said: 
“ Ripon was tenth out of ten 
teams in the conference meet last 
year, and we mauled them in the 
dual meet, so I think we won’t 
have much trouble with them this 
year."
Beware of Students 
Discounts
LAUNDERERS & DRY CLEANERS




8  p . m .
"  '2001t A Space Odyssoy/ p ro v in s  
th t K n « n  with loma of th* mort 
d e u lln f  vlaual happenings and 
technlcel achievementa in the 
hlatary of th* motion pictural"
—T iw  Mf t jw
"A  fantaatic me vie «bout mon’« 
futur*I An unpracedentad 
paychedelic relier cM rtar of an 
• X p o r i t l K O l "  -UfeMaf.il.«
"Kubrtck’a apedal«facta border en 
th« m ireculeua-a quantum laap 
In quality avar any aHiar acianca 
Action film avar madel'
MGM M u « »  STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION
C i
"A  uniquely paetic placa af aci-R... 
hypnatically antartainlngl Technically 
and imaginatively It la a ta ffa r ln g l"
—TW Nnr ToW
Appleton’s P restige T heatre 
l i t
121 E. W ISC O N S IN  734 -5125 SUPER PANAVISION* • METROCOIOR
LIMFTED ENGAGEMENT 
Admission $1.75
W i n n e r  o f  
i l  A c a d e m y  
A w a r d s !
CSMELOT
TECHNICOLOR’ PMAVISION* 
FROM WARNER BROS.-St«» »RTS « 7
Weekdays: 6 p.m. & 9 p.m.; 
Saturday and Sunday,
1:00. 3:55. 6:50 and 9:45
VERN W IL M O T  exhibits some of the diving form that enabled him to take first place 
in competition against Carleton last Friday. The Vike tankmen, defending conference 
champions, split a dual meet against Carleton and St. Olaf last weekend.
